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Apostrophes 
 

1. Honey bees wings stroke 200 times per second. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Honey bees’ wings  

C. Honey bee’s wings  

D. Honey bees wing’s  

 
2. In India, many people believe that if the elephants trunk is up, good fortune is sure to follow. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. elephants’ trunk 

C. elephant trunk 

D. elephant’s trunk 

 
3. George Van Tassel’s Integratron attracts some of the world’s most eclectic travelers. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. George Van Tassels Integratron  

C. George Van Tassels’ Integratron. 

D. George Van Tassels’ Integratron  

 

4. The Egyptian pyramids were built in the pattern of Orion’s belt. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Egyptian’s pyramid’s 

C. Egyptian pyramid’s 

D. Egyptian pyramids’ 

 
5. Pragues Dancing House appears to defy the laws of physics. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Prague’s Dancing House  

C. Pragues’ Dancing House  

D. Prague’s Dancing House’s  

 
6. The kangaroos tails enhance both their speed and balance while hopping. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. kangaroo’s tails  

C. kangaroos’ tails  

D. kangaroos tails’  

 

7. Lucy the Australopithecus, a fossil discovered in Ethiopia, got her name from the archaeologist teams 

favorite song, “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.” 
A. NO CHANGE 

B. team’s favorite song 

C. teams’ favorite song 

D. teams favorite’s song 
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8. Sloths digestion rates are very slow; it can take up to two weeks for them to digest a meal. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Sloths’ digestion rates 

C. Sloth’s digestion rates  

D. Sloths digestion rate’s  

 
9. An ostrichs eye is bigger than its brain. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. ostrichs’ eye  

C. ostrich’s eyes  

D. ostrich’s eye  

 
10. Jane Goodall’s chimpanzee research greatly influenced the field of science; she was the first woman to study the 

primate’s behaviors by living amongst them. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. primate's behaviors’ 

C. primates’ behaviors 

D. primates behaviors 

  

11. Central Appalachia’s tooth decay problem is sometimes called “Mountain Dew” mouth since people’s 

consumption of Mountain Dew there is so high. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Appalachia’s tooth decay problems  

C. Appalachias’ tooth decay problem  

D. Appalachias tooth decay problem 

 

12. In the movie Endless Summer, surfers Mike Hynson and Robert August chase the Pacific and 
Atlantic Oceans best waves and highlight the worlds most pristine coastlines. 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Oceans’ best waves and highlight the world’s 

C. Ocean’s best waves and highlight the world’s 

D. Oceans’ best waves and highlight the worlds’ 

 
13. The man calculated that it would have taken him and two other people more than a year’s worth of 

work to finish the project on time.  

A. NO CHANGE 

B. years worth 

C. year’s worth’s 

D. years’ worth 

 

14. Skyscraper’s buildings, the tallest in the world, usually consist of offices, restaurants, and a few 
housing units.  

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Skyscraper building’s 

C. Skyscrapers’ buildings 

D. Skyscraper buildings 
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